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At Coastal Control Products, we believe business is earned in the trenches by solving one problem at a time. We 

view our relationships with our customers as a partnership and essential to the success of our business.

Sensors, Instrumentation, Connectivity, 
Fieldbus I/O, RFID, Interface 

Technology, HMI 

Industrial general purpose AC 
drives, Fully regenerative drives, 

Drive systems, Accessories 

HMI, panel meters, protocol 
converters, Data loggers, RTU, IOT, 
Ethernet switches, Remote access 

Compact and efficient DC power 
supplies, UPS, redundant modules, 

IP67 power supplies, Buffer modules 

Robust machine safety interlocks, 
Access control, Profisafe, CIP safe, fluid 

power safety 

AC motors, drives, soft starters, 
motor controls, circuit protction, 

geared motors, automation products 

Sensors, Machine safety products, 
Laser scanners, RFID/bar code 
transponders, Machine vision 

Switch/NFPA70E rated plugs, Multi-
pin plugs, high ampacity plugs, DC 
plugs, Hazardous location plugs 

Electrical enclosures (SS and steel), 
Cabinet systems, Climate control 
products, Pendant arm systems 

Sensors, Instrumentation, 
Controllers, Machine safety, 
Fieldbus I/O, Connectivity 

Flexible control cable, VFD/servo 
cable, Fieldbus/network cable, Cable 

management systems 

Industrial racking and storage, 
Machine safeguarding, Wire cage 

ectrical

icotek Offers a

Wide Range of 

Industrial Cable 

Entry Systems

sensors, push plates

The worlds best know 

manufacturer of visual and 

audible signaling devices 

l 
nce 

Automated, open cybersecurity 
platform for your operational 

technology networks and 
infrastructure 

OT Network solution that allows

secure connection of any
device to any device.

Mencom specializes in selling custom-
made and off-the-shelf electrical 

connectors 

For 100 years, LOVATO Electric has 
been designing and manufacturing 
low voltage electrical devices for 

industrial applications.

Hokuyo Automatic USA Corporation 
specializes in providing application-

oriented sensors for position 
recognition, distance determination, 

optical data communication and 
object detection.

Neugart specializes in high-precision 
planetary gearboxes for automation 

applications.

Stahlin specializes in 
non-metallic electrical 

and fiberglass enclosures 
for various applications.

IcoTek specializes in cable 
management systems, including 

split cable glands and EMC 
solutions for various industries.

Larco offers safety and security 
access technologies for entrances 
and work areas with the industry's 

most durable mats, automated 

Grace Technologies specializes in 
electrical safety devices and predictive 

maintenance solutions.  

Paletti products service a wide 
variety of applications. We 

specialize in developing and 
building solutions.

Dynapar is one of the world's leading 
suppliers of motion control feedback 
products including encoder resolvers  
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IBOCO's extensive catalog 
features several product lines: 

DIN rail, DIN rail 
accessories.

Established in 1967 as a wire job 
shop, WireCrafters LLC has 

grown to become the nation's 
leading producer of wire partition 

products. 

Lumisave, a Canadian leader in 
industrial LED lighting, provides 

rugged and energy-efficient lighting 
solutions for demanding 

environments 

Noark is a manufacturer of low-
voltage electrical components,  

especially for specialty 
manufacturing industries.

PR Electronics sells and 
specializes in process 

instrumentation that makes 
industrial process control 
safer and more efficient.

Nidec-Shimpo specializes in high-
precision gears, motors, and other 

motion control technologies for 
industrial applications.

Saginaw Controls & Engineering 
specializes in manufacturing 

standard and custom designed 
electrical enclosures.
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•We have partnered with local integrators so that we can help take your BOM to a 
functioning system. Let us know if we can facilitate your integration needs.

Integration:

•Safety Status Check

•Risk Assessment

•Safety Devices Inspections

•Stop Time Measurement

•Safety Trainings

•Commissioning Support

•Safety Concept/Design

•Verification/Validation

Machine Safety Services:

•B11 LMSS™ Licensed Machinery Safety Specialist training course that sets out 
the key aspects of designing and implementing machinery safety solutions.

Machine Safety Training:

•We have partnered with several repair service providers. Let us help with repair of 
your electronic equipment, including HMI, AC/DC VFD, servo motor/drive, etc.

Repair:

•We have partnered with a full-service calibration lab to offer gauge calibration 
services on several tools, instruments, transducers, etc. All the lab’s standards are 
traceable through documentation and are auditable.

Calibration:
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